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1 Overview

This paper is in response to C++ standardization on contract checking [8], and
is intended for discussion in WG21 and in particular SG21 for contracts.

1.1 Key takeaways

• Contract checks are test cases mixed with the tested code.

• Contract violations from libraries that terminate the process are consid-
ered unacceptable.

• Contract violation handling in libraries should throw exceptions.

• Contract violation handling in libraries must be flexible to many different
use cases.

• Contract checks are testing of private parts of code.

• Functions with wide contract can have preconditions.

• Wide contracts are preferred in public interfaces.

• Every non-trivial piece of software contains bugs.

• Terminating the process is not an error reporting mechanism in libraries.

• Defensive checks can be guaranteed to succeed only if input validation
already exists.

• Defensive checks are considered as a form of input validation.

• main function should choose what the contract violation can do.
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• White box testing of code containing private portions is considered mis-
guided.

• Tests and production code should use same contract violation handler.

• Contract violations are not a reason to skip calling destructors.

• Writing test mocks for class invariants for abstract classes produces lots
of boilerplate.

• Class invariants are constraints on the class data members.

• Class invariants are preconditions on destructors.

• Contructors and destructor do not need to lock mutex unless they manip-
ulate global state.

2 Philosophy versus practice

The programming literature was, at least in the 90’s, much concerned with a
correct way that software should be written. Usually one would specify rules
to ensure various useful properties, with expectation that if you adhere strictly
with the informal rules, then the code would be of better quality. Often such
rules would take the form of rejection of a particular programming language
construct. What is called a “programming paradigm” here, means the set of
such rules intended for particular domain. These are things that often arise as
comments in code or design reviews.

Couple of examples:

• In procedural programming paradigm, The classic letter “Dijkstra: Goto
considered harmful” [5] established that implementation code should not
branch out of the function/procedure in unstructured way, in contrast
with assembly language constructs which are full of unstructured control
jumps. Instead, “while loops”, “if statements”, “break” statements, and
all the other control structures we are familiar with, are used to support
structured programming.

• In object oriented programming paradigm, there is an informal consensus
that a function or method that contains “switch-case statement” is con-
sidered bad. The reason is that then one function would contain code that
should really be placed in a method in many separate classes. So making
a function with such switch-case is not object-oriented. So instead of a
switch, a “class hierarchy” with a class for each branch of the switch is
advocated. This is because once there are many functions that have a very
similar switch on the same stored data, the functions themselves are no
longer cohesive, and much complexity in the program would be distributed
to such functions, so they become too complex. So the object-oriented so-
lution is to organize the code in terms of objects, and their types, classes,
rather than functions.

• In functional programming paradigm, it’s acknowledged that “global vari-
ables” are considered bad. Instead it’s considered better that data flows
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through the program, and values should be passed to functions that need
them for processing. When function has no access to global variables, the
restriction limits the dependencies that each function is allowed to access,
and produces good “functional abstraction” where function’s dependencies
can be read from its type, which is considered its interface [2].

• Test cases can be considered as a paradigm, in a sense that tests are limited
to describing requirements. If something is not a (code-level, technical)
requirement, then testing for it in a test case is considered bad.

• State machines are a paradigm where program is organized in terms of
states and state transistions, where state machine states describe cur-
rent stable situation of the external world, and state transitions describe
changes in environment. It would be considered bad to confuse repeatable
operations on (stable) states and (changes due to) state transitions in a
state machine model.

I consider each of these example a limited point of view. As a limited point
of view, describing some code as written with some paradigm can explain to
other programmers what the rules are, for a small component. However, prob-
lems occur when mixing the paradigms because people often evaluate quality of
various software design approaches from a point of view of the rules of one of
the paradigms, which means solutions that are good in another paradigm will
not be appreciated.

However, any set of rules you can devise will not be valid once you take a
larger point of view. The practice of programming has moved on, and we all
must know and use multiple paradigms. Typically components at the different
side of an interface choose different rules, and possibly different languages and
paradigms. Then I must deal with the problem in how to get these components
to work together.

Unfortunately, explaining things what you should not do in a piece of code
cannot be usually read from the code. If you shouldn’t use some language
construct, then the code just won’t have that, and you can’t read the rule that
you shouldn’t use it from code written to follow that rule.

In this context there are three primary solutions. Code reviews, static type
checking and testing. In theory, comments are also a solution, but the code and
comments can be out of sync, which is less than perfect.

So how do contracts fit in this? I consider contracts to be a method for
testing with constraints of the “testing paradigm” where the tests are pack-
aged together with the production code. It’s a kind of mixing of paradigms
to place tests together with the implementation code. However, contracts can
express the restrictions people expect in the code. Contracts are not about not
using particular language constructs, but about expectations on data visible in
interfaces.

However, given the background that people want to set rules on the pro-
gramming paradigm, the distinctions in paradigms can cause misunderstanding
when discussing the solutions from the different paradigm point of view. I try
to use all paradigms here, but I’ll also try to explain which paradigm is being
described, to avoid confusion.
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3 Environment

First, I state some assumptions that are considered true, just to describe the
environment and assumptions where software development occurs:

• The system has physical component. That is, it interacts with machin-
ery, physical environment and with real people in a manner where safety
of the people is at stake, and must be guaranteed, and where it is not
automatically satisfied because some other system isolates the software
components from the physical environment. Such isolation is considered
useful but not sufficient for handling the problem.

• When software is written, the production code does not contain test cases.
The test cases are distinct from the code tested. The test environments
where tests are executed are distinct from production environments. That
said, it’s possible to perform testing in the production environment. But
the character of tests performed in the production environment is much
different from the character of tests performed to validate that the code
works.

• Unit testing is required. In particular, any code that has no unit tests
should not be used. Unfortunately, in reality, I see code and libraries
where proper testing was not performed. But I don’t want to encourage
that approach.

• Often third-party software is used for test libraries and test reporting.

• Automatic tests are considered better than manual tests. Reason is au-
tomated tests are repeatable, and therefore satisfy normal criteria for sci-
ence, and the results are measurable. In contrast, manual tests often suffer
from differences in environments, differences based on who executes them,
ambiguities in defining the tests, and problems measuring or reporting the
results.

• Test scope should always be chosen so that test execution time is mini-
mized. There are nonetheless many kinds of tests which take different time
for execution. All time must be accounted for, including time spent for
writing production code, writing test cases, writing test drivers, writing
documentation, waiting for builds to indicate test results, debugging, etc.

• Libraries are an important part of the ecosystem. However, they are typ-
ically more difficult than applications because libraries are often acquired
from third parties, who are considered to be responsible for their cor-
rect operation. That said, libraries are occasionally produced, so facilities
intended to ensure libraries can be well written are considered valuable.

• Application code is an important part of the ecosystem as well. But I make
distinction between libraries, modules and applications. Application code
is defined as code component that can control the ’main’ function of a
process. A library, in contrast, has API style interface. A non-library
module is a typically component that can send or receive messages in its
interface (messaging interface).
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• Integration code is code that links software written in different languages,
are run in different operating systems, or that are written by different
organizations. Shell scripts are a typical example of code intended for
integration.

In practice, I expect unit test execution time for one subsystem to be less
than 1 second. This is because unit test execution is part of the build, will
always be performed during the build, and is restricted to be implemented in
the same programming language that is used for the code being tested. I expect
10..20 builds per day per developer in a local environment. In addition, I expect
10..20 builds per day in the automated build.

I expect “integration test” execution time for 2-5 subsystems to be 1-2 hours.
This is because a person has to manually perform operations with the user
interface of the product. This means whoever performs the test must build the
product, start it, invoke operations that normal users would perform on it, and
then manually check that the constraints from the tests are satisfied. Simulators
can be sometimes used to restrict scope of the testing, so that it’s not necessary
to test the part of the system that are in responsibility of other organizations.
I expect large systems to involve many independent organizations that all play
their part.

I expect “acceptance tests” execution time for the system to be 1-2 weeks.
This is because somebody must use “official build results” that are known to
pass previous test steps for all components of the system. Then those must be
executed using an environment that is similar to the production environment.
Setting up a production environment takes time. It has both manual and auto-
matic steps, but usually it involves setting up several machines that are installed
from scratch. The software from multiple organizations are installed to the same
environment, and the test validates that the whole system performs according
to its original requirements.

4 Contracts in procedural paradigm

4.1 On defensive tests

None of this includes any specification for what is called “defensive tests”. By
definition, a defensive test checks for unlikely scenario which is assumed cur-

rently (where failing the test causes havoc), but which might be accidentally
broken later. I consider defensive tests to primarily a procedural construct.
There is a distrust in solutions that claim some real-world situations cannot
happen. If the code has a execution path that can lead to such situation, then
it can happen. Perhaps it only occurs after somebody updates a version of
the software to a version that is not compatible. Or the user inputs invalid
data. Or an unauthorized user attempts to break the security of the product.
But all of those situations can happen. From this perspective, any difference
between “defensive tests” and “input validation” is not existing. In principle it
can be different person who writes code for those checks, but such allocation
can change more often than the resulting code. Defensive check failures are not
at all less likely to occur than input validation failures, even after comprehen-
sive testing. The question there is only scope. That is, defensive checks are
input validation checks, but for smaller scope. When the larger scope performs
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proper input validation, it can mean some defensive checks never fail - while
that input validation is performed. But there can in general be no guarantee
that every user of a component performs such input validation. Worse, differ-
ent users of the same component can perform different input validation. The
connection between such input validation that makes defensive checks succeed
and the defensive checks themselves is difficult and uncertain.

What this means is I typically want to link the input validation from larger
scope with defensive checks from the smaller scope, in such way that defensive
check failures become failures in the larger scope. This is in stark contrast with
proposals to terminate the process if defensive checks fail! Arguably the input
validation could have caught the failures beforehand if they were perfect. But I
don’t assume perfect forecast of uncertain events.

Systems can evolve by introducing new users for the existing components.
Any assumptions that there is just a single user for a particular component
are just wishful thinking. In particular, the unit test driver is always a user
for a component, since unit testing is required. Unit testing environment is
distinct from production environment, so code must be designed to work in
both environments. Also “integration testing environment” and “acceptance
testing environments” are distinct from the unit testing environment, similar
considerations apply to those.

4.2 Prefer wide contracts

So I would propose that only public interfaces that contain the “wide contract”
should exist. Interfaces that have the narrow contract should be declared private
to a subsystem or library. This is a strong statement to say that undefined
behaviour is considered unacceptable.

What do I mean with “private” here? Obviously, classes that have “private”
data members or methods are private in this sense for the private part of the
class. Unnamed namespaces are also considered private to a source code file.
Also in DLLs or libraries produced by modules that do not “export” some
symbols, such non-exported operations are considered private. The problem
with anything that is declared “private” is that testing them directly from unit
test that has access to public interface only is usually not possible. This is to say
“white box testing” of code containing private portions is considered misguided.

Tests therefore have access to the “interface” or “public methods” of the
code only. Private part of a component cannot be independently tested, they are
only tested as part of the tests for public interface. There are some approaches
for testing that attempt to skip the “public/private” distinction by overriding
the private keyword with a macro for purpose of tests. This is not acceptable
because the tested code in that case does not represent what occurs in the
production environment, so test results would not produce useful data on what
happens in production.

In practice, searching C++ code for “private” keyword is a good way of
detecting when some component is not properly tested. More comprehensive
methods exist, e.g. measuring test coverage. Similarly, searching for the “final”
keyword can detect operations that are intended to be extended within the
implementation of the operation itself (rather than separately in derived classes).
I welcome introduction of additional such mechanisms where doing grep on the
codebase can detect certain patterns of assumptions from the code.
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But here’s the catch: Adding contract checks is a useful way of testing
such “private” portions of code. When you hit that code during testing that
is invoked by unit tests, even when those can only invoke the public methods,
failures in contract checks from internal operations means the private interface
expectations were violated. Those checks cannot be written to unit tests that
are outside the component that declares it private, since they cannot access
the parts declared private, and therefore tests for those MUST be written as
contract checks within the code.

4.3 Preconditions on functions with wide contract

Now, I still believe that preconditions on functions are possible and reasonable.
This is in contrast to propositions that with wide contract, preconditions do
not exist [7]. For example, vector<T>::at(size_type i) is an example that
has wide contract with a precondition. It is still only allowed to call it when
the argument i is within 0 ≤ i < v.size(), where v is the vector. What the
wide contract is expressing in this case is that failures in preconditions are
not allowed to produce undefined behavior, so I expect proper error handling
at run-time (or before). In this case, this is accomplished using exceptions.
There are multiple ways of handling errors that could have been used, e.g.
errno style thread-local storage, return values indicating error codes, reference
parameters indicating error code (as “out” parameters), marking the object as
invalid, throwing exceptions. However, I require these mechanisms to be limited
to things that a single library function or method at issue can decide. These
do not, in particular, include error handling mechanisms that cause termination
of the process, as that is considered as the decision of the main function. The
point is, if main is running, I consider it unacceptable to terminate main except
by decision performed within the source code of the main function itself. This
means, throwing an exception is ok, because then main, or some other function
with interest in handling the exception will catch that exception and performs
logging, and decide to terminate or continue as required for the case.

Notice also that joining all concurrently running threads must be performed
before main exits. Also on POSIX, shutdown operation on listening TCP sockets
need to be performed before exiting the process [1]. I’m expanding on this
problem later.

4.4 How noexcept interacts with contracts

The noexcept specifier has subtle interaction with contract based assertion.
In particular, if a function is declared as noexcept, the runtime enforces that
thrown exceptions cause termination of the process.

However, it’s trivial for the programmer to ensure such termination never oc-
curs. You simply add a try { ... } catch (...) { /* error handling that doesn’t throw */ }

around such function.
Unfortunately, this useful property is no longer true, if contracts are allowed

to cause termination of the process on contract failure.
Also, this may be somewhat simplistic as the part /* error handling that doesn’t throw */

can be arbitrarily complex, and definitely implies that the interface of the func-
tion must explicitly declare mechanisms to indicate to caller what happened.
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Even though I have strong objections to terminating the process in contract
violation cases, there is still a point in noexcept. The noexcept specifier can be
used to declare when the writer of the code has control over the ’main’ function,
and therefore can choose what contract violation handling mechanism is used -
and in particular - has chosen it to be a call to std::terminate.

Notice that if contract violation causes exception, and the exception is prop-
agated far enough that a noexcept function would exit with such exception,
then the noexcept function declares that it is known that it’s allowed to ter-
minate the process if such exceptions occur. But translation of contract checks
in libraries is not such situation. So I propose that contract checks in libraries
should throw an exception, and once that exception is propagated and reaches
the application code (that by definition has control over main) during stack
unwinding, the application code should choose how the contract violation is
processed.

Unfortunately, this limits strongly when noexcept can be used. Any libraries
that do not have control over the contents of the main function should not
attempt specify noexcept (or attempt to call std::terminate), because if the
function nonetheless raises an exception, an unacceptable behaviour occurs. Of
course, analysis of the code can sometimes prove that no such exception can
occur, and those are still valid basis for declaring ’noexcept’.

4.5 Classification of undefined behaviour

Any execution of the program or its components that can cause one of the
following behaviors (that are all part of undefined behaviour as defined in C++)
are considered unacceptable:

• termination of a process while the production system is running

• termination of a thread without indication to other threads

• exhaustion of resources

• segmentation fault or a core dump of processes

• unauthorized or uncontrolled changes to file system or database

• unauthorized shut down of the machine or downtime of a production sys-
tem

• corrupted or uninitialized data in messages sent to other processes

• unauthorized physical changes to execution environment caused by failure

• deadlock where all threads are waiting for each other

• livelock that spends CPU resources without producing output

• Nonterminating computation that doesn’t produce output

It is not always possible to distinguish between these problems. The rea-
son is, termination of process does not necessarily have sufficient safeguards,
and restarting the process is not possible because repeated restarts will even-
tually cause exhaustion of resources, because it cannot be guaranteed that a
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unacceptably failing process does not spend resources, such as listening sockets.
Exhaustion of those resources may cause that new processes to replace the failed
one cannot be started at all. When resources are limited, this is unacceptable.
When it’s possible to distinguish some of those behaviours based on severity,
that’s useful, but cannot always be ensured.

It is not a solution to testing that small tests would be executed as separate
processes. Starting new processes has non-trivial cost. Running 10000 tests
in 10000 distinct processes is not feasible. But running those same tests in 1
process is definitely possible, and this makes it possible to run it several times
per day.

But if one of the tests fails, it is not acceptable that the test causes any of
the unacceptable behaviours.

Any “defensive” mechanism that attempts to escalate local problems to one
of the above unacceptable problems is considered unacceptable. I consider such
mechanisms as trying to exploit the high severity of these unacceptable be-
haviours to handle less severe problems. Even if possible, this is not to be
accepted, because consequences of handling high severity problems are grave.
In particular, less severe problems should have less severe solutions. Such esca-
lation will prevent use of better error reporting mechanisms.

However, exceptions are still acceptable as an escalation mechanism. The
reason is, it is possible to recover from exception locally. Then the cost of the
problem can be limited. In production environment, ultimately, this means the
problem is logged and the system goes on processing any further requests that
do not cause such failures. In testing environments this means, the rest of the
test cases are executed even if one of the tests fail due to contract violation. But
I would normally enable defensive tests in same way in production environments
and in testing environment to avoid difference in behaviour that is caused by
changing compile-time flags to prevent validity of the executed tests.

So what’s the difference between an assertion and if statement that used
to guard throwing an exception? The difference is that the latter is part of
implementation logic, whereas an assertion is or should be part of an interface.
These are different. I could easily implement an assertion declared in an interface
using the if statement that throws an exception if the condition fails. But the
assertion is used to communicate requirements. Due to this, the approach where
assertions are hidden in some black-box logic which is the only place where
the condition can be checked seems unreasonably obscure. Those requirements
should be visible every time you look at the interface of a component. At
minimum, the test cases should test for them. Of course, even inside the black-
box logic, if you fail the assertion in some way, the problem becomes visible.

Normally, the cost of test failure should be the test is marked failed, the test
execution is continued, and then somebody checks the log of the whole suite of
tests. Based on the reports, analysis is performed as to where the problem is,
and somebody fixes the problem.

If the test suite crashes, produces segmentation fault, causes the machine to
reboot or does not properly report the test result, then no useful information is
obtained from testing, and detecting where the problem occurred is much more
difficult.

The debugger is normally not part of that process. Because it’s much too
difficult for determining where the problem is. I normally expect automated
test suites. In particular, core dumps are often lost after crash (because the OS
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stores them to place that gets cleaned up). Also processes that crash do not
typically produce any readable reports on where the problem might be.

This means “assert” macro from C is not useful in libraries.
The “defensive checking” mechanisms are considered test cases that are em-

bedded with the production code, but not separated from the production code.
That would be considered mixing test cases and production code. If such check
fails in the production environment, there is no guarantee that unacceptable
behaviors do not occur.

If the checks are disabled in the production environment in situation where
the check would fail, there is no guarantee that unacceptable behaviours do not
occur. Rather it would only make production environment different from the
test environments, and cause discrepancy in test results, so you would need to
execute the tests twice - once with runtime contract violation checking enabled
and once with runtime contract violation checking disabled.

In either case, the defensive check is unnecessary, since production code
would not enable the checks. OTOH, if I can never enable them, then why
would they exist in the first place? If the checks are enabled in production code
but cause termination of the process, there is no guarantee that unacceptable
behaviours do not occur. It’s impossible to determine if such checks always
succeed. Except if such conditions never exist in code in the first place! When
tests succeed, I get additional confidence that the test cases and the tested code
agree. But this is not same as ensuring that bugs do not exist.

I consider that all non-trivial pieces of code have bugs in the sense that there
can be future requirements that are currently unknown but which will prove the
code doesn’t work once the requirement is discovered. Most code never reaches
the stage where even the stated and known requirements are always satisfied.

However, when exceptions are thrown due to what is called a“input valida-
tion”, the exception handler usually can ensure that the system recovers. What
this means is, it reports to actual end users that there is a problem in the system.
And the system still continues to perform its job. Typically the first place where
input validation failures are caught is the user interface. This recovery is not
the naive approach for “exception retry” which attempts to continue from the
point of throw if an exception occurs [14]. If that was reasonable approach, then
why would the code throw an exception in the first place? If that was nonethe-
less reasonable, then coroutines should be used instead. Rather it attempts to
ensure the system can continue after catching the exception even though a small
component in it is claiming failure. That small component is not necessarily a
process, can be larger or smaller component than that. Such mechanism should
exist.

4.6 Destructors should be called before terminating the

process

An argument was raised that allowing process to continue on contract violation
is unreasonable. I reject that argument on the ground that the scope is wrong.
It’s not the process that should be terminated in that situation. Rather if a
function fails its contract, the execution of the function should not continue.
But this is very different than terminating the process! So at each level of
abstraction, the proper error handling mechanism should be used.
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4.7 Assertion recovery in different scopes

So let’s consider how each type of assertion should be recovered from:

• If an assertion placed on a output value from an expression fails, the value
cannot be used as input for subsequent computations.

• If an assertion placed before a statement fails, the subsequent statements
in the same function should not be executed (function should exit).

• If an assertion placed as precondition for a function fails, the function
should not be executed (client must handle failure).

• If an assertion placed as postcondition for a function fails, the function
cannot be successfully exited (failure must be indicated).

• If an assertion placed as precondition for entering a critical section fails,
the critical section cannot be performed.

• If an assertion placed as postcondition for leaving a critical section fails,
the changes made in the critical section must be undone before exiting the
critical section.

• If an assertion placed as a class invariant fails, the object private data
should be considered invalid, and object scope cannot be entered/left
before class invariant on the private data is re-established (or object is
destroyed).

• If an assertion placed on a entry point function of a thread fails, the thread
should terminate with an error code sent to the the thread that created
it.

• If an assertion placed on an interface in a library API fails, an exception
should be produced to the caller.

• If an assertion placed on implementation of ’main’ function fails, the pro-
cess should exit with an error exit code.

• If an assertion placed on a test case fails, the test case should fail.

• If an assertion placed on a GUI component fails, the presentation in the
GUI should be refreshed and retried.

• If an assertion placed on request message received a communication chan-
nel in a server fails, an error reply message should be produced, and server
should continue.

• If an assertion placed on reply message sent from a communication channel
from server to a client fails, the reply should be declared invalid in the
client and retried after timeout.

• If an assertion placed on an operation that is called by precondition, class
invariant or postcondition check fails, the corresponding failure should
propagate to the outermost contract check and cause its failure.

It is definitely unacceptable that destructors whose execution is pending
would not be executed before terminating the process.
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5 Class invariants: Contracts in object oriented

paradigm

Class invariants are by definition requirements that are applied to the state
of the object, and that restrict what data stored in instances are considered
instances of the particular class. Failing such invariant means that some other

class should handle the instance.

5.1 Destructor preconditions are class invariants

I disagree with the proposition that destructors can have preconditions that
would prevent destruction of the object in case of contract violation. I think
destructors as such must always be invocable without regard for contract checks.
However, it’s the class invariant that enforces that requirement.

When class invariants exist, contract violation for pre and post conditions
of the methods of the class must be distinguished from violation of the class
invariant.

The destructor is by default ’noexcept’. So when destructor precondition
check fails, often this would lead to terminate being called. This would effec-
tively destroy any attempt to report contract failures for class invariants with
exceptions. However, if I check the destructor precondition as postcondition
of the constructor and as postcondition in every method, the failure would be
diagnosed by throwing exceptions from those methods. Notice that it can only
be that method where the problem is, since object’s stored data in private
data members can only be modified in methods of the class or its friends. So
the method postcondition should detect it. Now having the class invariant as
postcondition in every method should guarantee that destructor precondition is
always satisfied when destructor is being invoked. Therefore destructor doesn’t
need to check it, and destructor can always be called. However, if destructor
would check it, I might detect cases where recovery from violation of the class
invariant fails to restore the object state to valid state, and then crash the
program when destructor is called. So this would be useful information that
recovery from postcondition check failure for class invariant was incorrectly im-
plemented.

Nonetheless, violating the class invariant is a grave situation, since object’s
stored data no longer satisfies its requirements.

However, throwing exception from method postconditions seems better than
throwing exceptions when the object is being destroyed, since destructors are
often invoked from other destructors, anyway in situation where exceptions are
not expected.

The destructor would typically depend on the class invariant, but should
not depend on the method-specific contracts. There are many methods but
only one destructor. So what must be done to ensure destructor can be called is
to ensure that modifications to object state are not performed that would break
the class invariant. Therefore, destructor precondition is the class invariant.
And it makes sense to check that as postcondition of every method. After all,
after method is called, it should be allowed to destroy the object.

Notice that here I am only talking about constraints on member variables. If
a contract depends on global variables or class-scope static variables, or some-
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thing that’s not part of the object being destroyed by destructor, those are not
considered part of class invariant. Class invariant is a constraint on what kind
of objects can exist, and making that depend on unrelated global state is often
bad design. Or at least it’s not object-oriented design.

However, there are cases where code execution needs to be distinguished to
particular phases of processing, e.g. initialization, operation, shutdown. This in
particular happens in a “state machine paradigm”. Some initialization needs to
have occurred before any instances of a class can be created. So class invariants
that depend on global state (or state machine state) may still be useful, to
express situation where object instances can exist after initialization, but before
shutdown. That can be used to block access to operations during initialization
or during shutdown. So I would not advocate mechanisms that enforce that
class invariants can only refer to class member variables, or things that are only
accessible by class members via some other classes declaring access control via
friend declarations.

Therefore, any preconditions on the destructor are also postconditions for
the constructor, and methods should preserve such invariants to ensure that
object can be destroyed when needed. Notice that “preserving” an invariant
is much easier than “establishing” it. The constructor must establish the class
invariant, the methods must preserve it, and the destructor is allowed to rely on
it and break it while it destroys the object. For raw memory after destroying
the object, only few requirements apply.

With concurrency, even preserving the invariant can be a problem, because
concurrent modifications might modify object state in unexpected way. Suf-
ficient mutex locks or atomics are a solution here. It’s important to see that
when the class invariant talks about “private” object state, the state is private
because the object instance must be considered as indivisible. Concurrent mod-
ifications must still preserve that indivisibility, and consider changes to object
state made by one non-const method to be indivisible.

In theory, if mutex locking or the indivisibility requirements are handled at
larger granularity or framework, then you might be able to ignore that constraint
in methods and in class invariant. But that’s not common.

For move operations, the source of the move often gets partially destroyed.
This does not mean move operation can break the class invariant, destruction
of the object is still required after the move has occurred.

Notice that if a method raises exception, typically it is not allowed to modify
the object state, or at minimum state modifications must nonetheless satisfy
the class invariant after the exception was thrown. This applies even if method
contract violations occur, e.g. violations of postconditions. If you violate both a
class invariant and a method contract, then you’ve violated two contracts, and
skipped check for one of them.

5.2 Generalization from assertions to relational constraints

Assertions express conditions, similar to conditions in if statements. However,
there are certain situations where I want to express more complicated relation-
ships with assertions.

Suppose I had a language construct for declaring class invariants:

class InvertedX;
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class X {

const InvertedX &invert() const;

class_invariant( this->invert().invert() == *this );

};

class InvertedX {

const X &invert() const;

class_invariant(this->invert().invert() == *this);

};

Problem of course is that within X, InvertedX is not yet defined, and neither
is its invert method, so the invariant seems out of place.

Notice I’ve skipped definition of “operator==()” that the invariant requires.

5.3 Invariants on interfaces expressed as abstract base

classes

Invariants should be possible also for interfaces. Here’s an example, written in
the way you’d ideally want to declare the invariants:

template <class Value, class Expression, class Type>

class Language {

public:

virtual unique_ptr<Expression> parse(std::string input) const = 0;

virtual unique_ptr<Type> parsetype(std::string input) const = 0;

virtual unique_ptr<Value> evaluate(const Expression &e) const = 0;

virtual bool typecheck(const Expression &e, const Type &t) const = 0;

virtual bool valid(const Value &v) const = 0;

virtual bool validtype(const Type &t) const = 0;

class_invariant( validtype(*parsetype("integer")) );

class_invariant( valid(*evaluate(*parse("1+1"))) );

class_invariant( typecheck(*parse("1+1"), *parsetype("integer")) );

bool interfaceInvariant() const; // described soon

};

Now of course checking the class invariant seems very difficult here. When
should the invariant conditions be evaluated? The compiler can’t actually check
those when I invoke the methods, since each invariant invokes several. It can’t
evaluate them in a constructor, since this class is abstract. It can’t evaluate them
in most derived class constructor, since compiler doesn’t know which one is the
most derived class. It could check it after a full instance has been constructed.
But it would be very inefficient.

In such cases, the programmer can help, by declaring a member function or
a static member function instead.

template <class Value, class Expression, class Type>

bool Language<Value,Expression,Type>::interfaceInvariant() const {

return validtype(*parsetype("integer"))

&& valid(*evaluate(*parse("1+1")))

&& typecheck(*parse("1+1"), *parsetype("integer"));

}
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Then you can use this as assertion contract_assert( language.interfaceInvariant() );

in appropriate situations, or invoke it inside a test case with a test framework
that can handle failures in different way.

However, there is an effect on the visibility of the conditions. The conditions
are now hidden inside the interfaceInvariant() function. Of course declaring
it inline makes the conditions visible in the header file. You could split this
function so each requirement is separate, so maybe the name of the operation
would describe the requirement sufficiently.

For the uses of unique_ptr::operator*() in the class invariant, using that
operation brings its own requirements: The pointer cannot be null, at least
the expected precondition on this operation would prevent the null case. If we
would see such case where the operations would return null pointers, somehow
this should mean that the class invariant is not satisfied. However, typically
you would get undefined behaviour from the operation. So preconditions for
the operations referred in class invariants might bring their own requirements
that should be thought of in same way than the class invariant itself to cause
the class invariant to fail. Somehow this seems a derived requirement though,
and might be related to the specific situation described in the class invariant. I
view this as escalation of the preconditions to larger scope.

This is not yet the full story here. Given the interface, what in reality the
implementations for the interface do? They invent new types for the template
arguments, and must implement the abstract methods.

The traditional approach is to instrument the real implementation to be full
of contract_assert operations, then run the real implementation in a test case.
And if any asserts fail, then there is a bug to be fixed.

However I can try something else. So I write a very complex piece of code:

struct ValueMock {

bool is_required_to_be_two = false;

};

struct ExpressionMock {

bool is_required_to_be_one_plus_one = false;

};

struct TypeMock

{

bool is_required_to_be_integer = false;

};

class LanguageMock : public virtual Language<ValueMock, ExpressionMock, TypeMock>

{

public:

virtual unique_ptr<ExpressionMock> parse(std::string input) const;

virtual unique_ptr<TypeMock> parsetype(std::string input) const;

virtual unique_ptr<ValueMock> evaluate(const ExpressionMock &e) const;

virtual bool typecheck(const ExpressionMock &e, const TypeMock &e) const;

virtual bool valid(const ValueMock &v) const;

virtual bool validtype(const TypeMock &t) const;

};

Now I can implement these to produce the mock (this implementation has
not been tested, and is only conceptual):
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unique_ptr<ExpressionMock> LanguageMock::parse(std::string input) const

{

if (input == "1+1") {

return std::unique_ptr<ExpressionMock>(

new ExpressionMock{ .is_required_to_be_one_plus_one = true });

} else {

return std::unique_ptr<ExpressionMock>(new ExpressionMock);

}

}

unique_ptr<TypeMock> LanguageMock::parsetype(std::string input) const

{

if (input == "integer") {

return {new TypeMock{ .is_required_to_be_integer = true } };

} else {

return {new TypeMock};

}

}

unique_ptr<ValueMock> LanguageMock::evaluate(const ExpressionMock &e) const {

if (e.is_required_to_be_one_plus_one) {

return {new ValueMock{ .is_required_to_be_two = true }};

} else {

return {new ValueMock{}};

}

}

You can see where this is going to. Using the class invariants defined in
the interface as guide, each of the mocks keep track whether the class invariant
conditions to be checked should be true at the particular phase of the invoca-
tions, and encodes it to the mock as data, so that the next method can check
that data, and validate further conditions, and then return another mock which
encodes data as to whether the invariants need to be checked. What I then want
to do is to check, the the implementations of the ’valid’ operations, whether the
class invariants are valid:

bool LanguageMock::valid(const ValueMock &v) {

return v.is_required_to_be_two;

}

Of course, definition of when the value is valid must be that the class invari-
ants are satisfied for an instance of our value, so I just return ’true’ when all
the class invariants are true.

Now this valid operation returns true exactly when the class invariant:

class_invariant(valid(*evaluate(*parse("1+1"))));

should be true, since to get the boolean in the mock to be true, the whole
process indicated by these evaluations must have occurred, and the input to
parse operation must have been the input in the invariant.
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However, these are just mocks, they don’t invoke any real code to be tested.
So what these mocks amount to is ability to check that when somebody invokes
the interface with the string argument "1+1", and invokes the parse function,
then unique pointer’s operator*, then evaluate, then again unique pointer’s
operator*, then valid operation, that the functions were actually executed in
that order where the class invariant is relevant.

Now I actually realize at this point, that I left out std::unique_ptr from
the template arguments. I can’t write mock for that since it’s in the standard
library, and the interface doesn’t abstract over it. So it’s possible to do this
for unique pointer by also abstracting over it. But here, the standard library
is considered already tested, so I’m not testing its functionality. However that
might be a mistake! But it’s outside the scope of this paper to consider that
case.

Here’s the point of all these complex mocks. Once I have such mock which
can determine when to check, I can now use this machinery to test the real imple-
mentation. So suppose I have a real derived class of Language<Value, Expression, Type>

and associated concrete classes Value, Expression and Type.
I can add an instance of these types to each of the mocks. But I should

do it in way that allows customizing the mocks with these types. So I’ll add a
template parameter to each of the mocks:

template <class RealValue> struct ValueMock

{

bool is_required_to_be_two = false;

RealValue _real_value;

};

// ... similarly for the two other mocks ...

So now I can instantiate:

template <class V, class E, class T>

class LanguageMock

: public virtual Language<ValueMock<V>,

ExpressionMock<E>,

TypeMock<T> >,

{

// ...

private:

std::unique_ptr<Language<V,E,T> > _real_impl;

};

Now, the implementation of the operations are exactly like previously, but
now I must also invoke the real implementation. For example:

template <class V, class E, class T>

unique_ptr<ExpressionMock<E> >

LanguageMock<V,E,T>::parse(std::string input) const

{

std::unique_ptr<E> real_expr = _real_impl->parse(input);

if (input == "1+1") {

return std::unique_ptr<ExpressionMock<E> >(
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new ExpressionMock{ real_expr, /* .is_required_to_be_one_plus_one = */ true });

} else {

return std::unique_ptr<ExpressionMock<E> >(new ExpressionMock<E>(real_expr));

}

}

This starts to look like something you would write to a test case.
So I wrap the real implementation with the mock, and collect enough infor-

mation to know when the class invariant should be true.
Of course the valid operation must now check that the real implementation

does the correct thing:

template <class V,class E, class T>

bool LanguageMock<V,E,T>::valid(ValueMock<V> e)

{

bool value = _real_impl->valid(e._real_value);

contract_assert(not e.is_required_to_be_two || value);

return value;

}

Here this contract_assert matches the class invariant that was described
in the interface.

Once I have done all these mocks, and once I invoke the test by giving the
concrete classes there:

LanguageMock<Value, Expression, Type> language;

contract_assert(language.interfaceInvariant());

the test should succeed exactly when the implementation satisfies the invari-
ant.

Of course, it’s required here that each method on the mocks update the
booleans correctly.

Of course, doing all this boilerplate in the mock implementations is annoying,
and it’s long enough that Tony tables are not going to be useful. Also wrapping
the code in a mock is not always possible, and in particular this case cannot
be done if the code doesn’t use abstract interfaces, or where the interface has
dependencies to implementation that is not replaceable with a mock.

However, when considering contract support for C++, ideally class invari-
ants declared in interface would already handle all this. And somehow magically
we would know when to check for the class invariant. That would be useful, but
might be a big project.

So here is the challenge: How can these mocks be written automatically,
based on declaration of the class invariant defined on an interface?

I don’t have very good solution, this stuff gets written in manually written
test cases.

5.4 Class invariants

An important part of a contract checking mechanism in object oriented paradigm
is class invariants. What I mean by class invariant is a constraint on the private
state stored in an object. [13]
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The class invariants for private state are very different than the previously
described class invariants for interfaces.

Constructors must fail, if they cannot establish the class invariant.
The execution of public methods can assume the invariant is valid after

entering the critical section of the object, but must also preserve the invari-
ant before exiting the critical section. Notice that postcondition violations for
method contracts must be handled by not modifying the object from its original
state, or at minimum, without breaking the class invariant. So methods that
can fail to re-establish class invariant at exit from the method must throw an
exception before modifying any data in the object itself, thus leaving the ob-
ject in a valid state. This is definitely non-trivial for postconditions when the
postcondition fails. So method postcondition and class invariant are different.
When a method postcondition fails, the code must exit the method with failure.
However that failure cannot break the class invariant, as that would make the
object undestructable, so subsequent operations during the propagation of the
exception that might want to destroy the object that failed, would fail.

Destructor can assume the class invariant as a pre-condition. Destructor
should not have other preconditions. A destructor is guaranteed to leave the
object in a destructed state (raw memory), such that associated memory can
be freed.

If a destructor throws, it’s a special case. It would mean the destructor
wasn’t able to turn the object into raw memory. I don’t expect that to be a
common case. However, there is an exception. If I have an “inverse” RAII
wrapper which intends to undo behaviour of a previous RAII wrapper (e.g.
unlock a mutex), to produce gaps in the RAII behaviour, then a destructor of
such inverse RAII wrapper must often allocate resources, which could fail.

Notice that updates to private state should establish a critical section if con-
current modifications are possible. I conjecture that contract violations about
the private data stored in objects should be checked within such critical sections.
Typically this involves storing a mutex in the objects, and establishing a critical
section for any updates and reads for the private data. Based on this idea, it
might be useful to consider how lock_guard and mutex could be enhanced to
establish class invariants, or an alternative class_invariant_guard should be
introduced. This is outside the scope of this paper though.

Notice constructors are not normally written to lock a mutex since there typ-
ically cannot be multiple threads executing during execution of the constructor,
since access to the data of the object is restricted during construction. No-
tice this changes if the constructor registers the object to a global repository
that could be concurrently accessed. In such case, locking must be performed
appropriately to prevent concurrent access during construction.

The contract checks for the class invariant can be associated with entering
and leaving the critical section.

5.5 Contracts for global variables

Outside the functional paradigm, contracts should also be available for data
stored in global variables. This is in particular the case when such global vari-
ables are used as interface, for example with the singleton pattern.

The thing that should be seen about (public) global variables is that they
act as an “endpoint” where data can be stored. So usually useful contracts are
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used to link more than one such endpoint together to describe functionality.

std::atomic<double> bank_account;

std::atomic<double> wallet;

[[ invariant: wallet.exchange(bank_account.exchange(wallet.exchange(0.0))) == 0.0 ]];

However, similarly to the interface contract, it’s difficult to determine when
the contract should be checked when more than one global variable is involved
in the constraint condition.

Here’s another example:

std::atomic<double> x;

std::atomic<double> y;

[[ invariant: x*x + y*y == 10*10 ]];

(I’m ignoring the problems with comparing double for equality).
Obviously the meaning is clear that ’x’ and ’y’ should be the coordinates of

a point on a radius 10 circle. But given that these constraints are too global,
implementation seems difficult.

Placing similar things in more restricted scope may be useful:

struct point_on_circle {

std::atomic<double> x;

std::atomic<double> y;

class_invariant( x*x + y*y == 10*10 );

};

Now this can already be expressed in C++:

struct point_on_circle {

point_on_circle(double x_, double y_) : x(x_), y(y_)

{ if (x_*x_+y_*y_ != 10*10) { throw range_error(); } }

double get_x() const { return x.load(); }

double get_y() const { return y.load(); }

private:

std::atomic<double> x;

std::atomic<double> y;

};

If the variable ’x’ and ’y’ would be public, assignments to them individually
might break the invariant. So the variables should be declared private to enforce
the invariant. The const methods here can’t break the invariant. However from
outside an instance, the call such as

point_on_circle p(10.0,0.0);

// ...

contract_assert(p.get_x()*p.get_x()+p.get_y()*p.get_y() == 10*10);

may still fail if concurrent modification of the fields could happen.
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6 Contracts in component integration

6.1 Specific concerns about contracts in libraries

What should be done if a contract check fails in a library? The library itself
doesn’t know. In particular, when compiling the library, it’s not possible to
know what contract violation handler should be used in the application that uses
the library. Different applications that choose to use same library use different
answers. Normally libraries handle all error cases by throwing exceptions. This
is because the library doesn’t know what error handling approach the application
wants, e.g. does it want to exit the process, or continue after recovery.

The argument has been made that contract violations are so serious prob-
lems that exiting the process is always the correct recovery action. I respectfully
disagree. If you have control of the main function of the process, then you can
do that choice. But if not, then it’s not acceptable to terminate the process.
Consider, for example what would happen if the web browsers allowed their
GUI libraries to terminate the process on contract violations when the operat-
ing system support for GUI doesn’t provide sufficient color model for the user
interface to look good - which would be typical thing that a GUI library might
use contract violation for - as all GUI layout failures would be considered vi-
olations of the GUI’s contract for producing good looking user interfaces, and
therefore such things would be considered as bugs in that scope. In larger scope
however, this is not sufficient reason to terminate the browser. As consequence,
instead, browsers should support multiple color models.

The policy to terminate the process on contract violations would force a pro-
cess division to every place where errors must be always recovered from. Even if
for some use cases, processes can be restarted when errors occur, this assumption
is definitely not true for all cases. I suppose the policy to terminate the process
is motivated by assumption that when contract violations occur, the operating
system is in best position to clean up resources allocated by the failing function.
This is definitely not true. That is why c++ has destructors. If it was sufficient
to clean up always using operating system facilities, it would be possible to re-
move destructors from the language, and handle all out-of-memory (and other
error) situations by restarting the process. Note Linux kernel actually does that
for out-of-memory situations, if configured to use “overcommit” feature of the
virtual memory. When overcommit is disabled, this doesn’t happen. In the
context of C++, it’s often necessary to support both cases, and cannot rely
on such behaviour from the operating system. However, this choice by Linux
kernel actually feels like it was motivated by failures in memory management in
applications, to avoid the impression that software typically fails due to lack of
memory. So I would suggest disabling that feature and considering how error
handling for out of memory situations can be properly handled in its absence.

Also, cleaning up TCP sockets must occur before termination of the process,
by calling shutdown function of the POSIX interface. If this is not properly
done, the operating system imposes an additional timeout before the listening
ports can be reused, which is typically too long to allow the next instance
of the process after retry to setup listening sockets. This means that in a
server software that handles recovery, any library that checks contracts and
terminates the process when contracts fails cannot be used. Because those
contract violations would block TCP connections for too long time, which is too
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much for a heavily used server.
The whole approach of using terminate(), exit() and atexit handlers to

terminate the process seems to be good approach when the infrastructure has
only components written in C programming language.

However, C++ frameworks seem to fail in spectacular way when a infrastruc-
ture written in C++ is combined with libraries written in C. One such failure
scenario is case where C code exits the process with exit(), with expectation
that all cleanup occurs in atexit() registered handlers. While useful assump-
tion in code exclusively intended for C language code, this approach then causes
havoc when you must ensure that all destructors for C++ code have been prop-
erly executed before exiting the process. Usually the order of execution of the
C cleanup occurs in different place compared to cleanup expected in C++ code.
What you see when this failure scenario occurs problems with closing listening
sockets, dynamically loaded shared libraries, shared memory, or other kernel-
maintained resources. I think this was partially solved by the at_quick_exit()
functions added relatively recently [4].

I view the insistence to terminate the process with terminate() to be an
instance of the same problem, assumptions that are only valid in C code and
designs based on limitations there, but which are not good when writing C++.
I think it should be considered if it would be reasonable, in C++, for calls to
exit() to throw an exception, which would propagate to main, exit main and
then cause the real C language exit operation to be invoked? I mean require
destructors to be invoked properly when exit() is invoked, all threads to be
joined, and all listening sockets to be shutdown before exit from main?

Therefore, in libraries, contract failures should not cause termination of the
process, unless the destructors in all threads are also properly executed!

7 Theory on preconditions and postconditions

Preconditions, postconditions, assertions and class invariants are normally all
considered to be boolean tests. However there are several things that, purely
on theoretical basis, make these checks different from normal code.

In theory, the preconditions and postconditions are considered to be part of
interface of functions. Similarly, class invariants are considered to be part of
serialization interface of classes [6]. If you serialize an object that fails its class
invariant, you would be sending serialized data to another process that contains
corrupted data. So the class invariants should be accounted for when serializing
and deserializing data, for example in the iostreams library. Could contract
violation handler be specified in a custom locale facet, which would allow
specifying how contract violations should be processed in context of iostreams
and related frameworks? Perhaps this might be a mechanism for linking testing
frameworks and other libraries that have interest in contract checking to the
contract processing? It’s not obvious this is the correct mechanism, linking it
to locale might still cause unnecessary complexity.

Assertions within functions are also part of the interface, but indirectly. You
could consider an in-function assertion to be an interface for each statement,
available for use by subsequent sequential statements.

What this means is that contract_assert placed on an empty statement
(or between statements) should interact strongly with compiler data flow anal-
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ysis, since that analysis must also link together adjacent statements and try
to determine overall behaviour intended by the programmer. It seems reason-
able that the condition is available as additional information in the data flow
analysis and optimization passes within the compiler, and to help with inlining.
However, it’s not obvious that the boolean conditions are the proper tool or
additional information that programmers should be indicating to the compiler
to control or fine-tune how compiler data flow analysis should occur.

The semantics of multiple assertions on the same statements requires some
theoretical thought. If there are two assertions with the same condition, it
should be possible to combine them. This is discussed in detail below.

The theoretical basis for assertions in a category theory context is “monomor-
phisms”, “equalizers” and “pullbacks”. These express, using the Curry-Howard
correspondence (a.k.a. propositions-as-types correspondence), “constraints on
types”, “equations” and “constrained tuples”.

A simple way to explain these concepts is as follows: A constrained type
models variable declarations with a constraint, and acts like a restricted set of
objects: {o|p(o)}, where p is a predicate, that is, a function returning a boolean,
and o is an object.

A type equation is a type constraint of the form {o|f(o) = g(o)}, where f

and g are functions whose codomain supports equality comparison.
A constrained tuple is a type constraint of the form {make tuple(a, b, ...)|f(a) =

g(b) = ...}.
The category theory model of these concepts has a twist where each of

these concepts have a dual, which is similar, but applies to variants, not to
tuples, and where operations change direction. The dual of a “monomorphism”
is an “epimorphism”, the dual of “equalizer” is a “coequalizer” and a dual
of “pullback” is a “pushout” [12]. Those produce operations on equivalence
classes. Equivalence classes and C++ classes have some similarities, which
could be utilized for additional features for C++. In particular, an equivalence
class of values looks like how a C++ class is connected to its object instances.
An epimorphism in this context describes the principle that restricting a class
with a class invariant doesn’t impact those instances where the constraint is
satisfied.

A “coequalizer” in this context describes a class with class invariant, and in
particular how the class invariant expressed as equation impacts the instances.
Since only some of the instances satisfy the equation, the class is split to two,
defined by the class of those instances that do satisfy the class invariant, and
the class of those instances that do not satisfy it. So an equation in a C++
class is a partition of the class to two parts. So in principle, each class with
a class invariant has an inverse which consists of those instances that failed to
satisfy the class invariant. However that case maps to instances whose private
member variables contain corrupted data, so is a case we would like to avoid.
If there was a need to process such corrupted data during error handling, then
classes with negated class invariants might be useful. However that case would
be out of scope of this paper.

The concept of “pushout” describes how variants interact with class in-
variants. When the variant alternative chooses a particular branch during
std::visit operation, the class invariants associated with the branch selected
are applicable. This might impact what data pattern matching on the variant
alternatives can utilize based on the class invariant. Anyway, once it’s known
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that the variant alternative is (an instance of) a class with a class invariant, the
pattern matching branch that discovers an instance of such class can assume
that the class invariant associated to that class is true. And once that branch
has been checked, the subsequent branches might be able to infer that the class
invariant is false, just because the previous branch already accounted for that
case.

Notice however that variants are not consided an object-oriented construct,
and visit operation on variants in particular interacts with the inheritance hi-
erarchy. In particular, adding a class invariant to a class produces a subclass
with fewer instances than the class that was started with. In particular, there
should be a way to ignore the class invariant with an automatic derived-to-
base conversion from a class declared with an invariant into a variable that
doesn’t define the invariant, but is otherwise similar. This conversion would
correspond to ignoring the invariant, skipping the failures that would occur if
the contract checks fail. Similarly, the corresponding opposite operation, that
is dynamic_cast from base class to derived class where the derived class adds a
new constraint should validate the class invariant, and fail the cast if the invari-
ant is not valid! This is the answer to the question presented as to where the
class invariant condition should be checked, such check belongs to an operation
similar to dynamic_cast, at least when the constraints are natively supported
in the language. The static_cast would instead simply assume the constraint
without checking. If not supported by core language, this could be defined in a
library.

I think this ability should be available if the class invariant would be defined
in a derived class. A derived class that just adds an invariant seems to be a
useful tool, because then the inheritance hierarchy would automatically provide
the necessary functionality.

In addition, the theory contains a notion of a Turing category and Restriction
categories that express a notion of constrained datatypes in partial functions by
mapping failures of contract checks to nontermination [3]. Thus contract checks
are modelled as restriction of domain of the operations to a subset where the
contract checks succeed. However, in context of C++, I view nontermination
as too drastic way of handling contract violations. The domain of functions
would definitely be impacted by the restriction, so the constrained datatypes
would need to be supported in function parameters and in library for example
in std::function.

In general, if the assertion checking is forced to be performed at compile time,
the resulting type system must have dependent types, because “constrained
tuples” could mix compile-time evaluated functions with run-time evaluated
functions.

There is an extensive theory on all these concepts, which is mostly outside
the scope of this paper.

7.1 Loop invariants and conditional statements

Certain control flow constructs already check for a condition at run-time. Such
conditions typically imply that the condition itself is true or false at specific
points of the program execution.

int count = 10;
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while (--count > 0) {

contract_assert( count > 0 );

// ...

}

contract_assert( !(count > 0) );

if (x > 13) {

contract_assert( x > 13 );

// ...

} else {

contract_assert( !(x > 13) );

// ...

}

int count = 10;

do {

// ...

} while (--count > 0);

contract_assert( ! (count > 0) );

However, since these are so obvious, usually programmers are not writing
these explicitly unless the logic is very complicated.

Notice that in these cases, the assertion is attached between two statements
(or to an empty statement), and implication is that previous statements were
able to establish the contract (or the corresponding check fails) so therefore, the
next statements can rely on the assertion to be true, at least until the variables
referred to in the assertion are again modified.

7.2 Constrained types

In principle, variable declarations should have possibility for expressing invari-
ants [9].

int i{0} invariant( i > -3 && i < 10 );

This would mean that, when the variable is initialized, it’s first necessary to
check that the invariant on the initialized value is valid. And when the variable
is assigned or modified, it should again satisfy the invariant.

This is possible in current C++ as follows:

class ConstrainedInt

{

public:

ConstrainedInt(int i) : value(i)

{

if (not (i > -3 && i < 10)) { throw assertion_failed(); }

}

private:

int value;

};

However, writing the above kind of class for every constraint seems excessive,
and that’s even before I’ve considered assignment or copy constructors.
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Notice that presence of invariant may actually require the variable to be
initialized, since uninitialized variables are unlikely to satisfy the invariant.

So i = 3; would be valid, but i = 11; would fail the invariant. So the
assignments and initialization for a variable with an invariant could be re-written
to include a check for the invariant.

i = 3; if (i > -3 && i < 10) {} else { throw assertion_failed(); }

From design point of view, these invariants are either considered to be associ-
ated with the variable itself, or to the assignment operation. However typically
lots of variables are written, and it would be lots of work to write separate
classes with assignment operations for every one of them (but with templates,
maybe that’s possible).

However, this approach suffers from a concurrency problem. It’s not guar-
anteed that the assignment and the corresponding check are atomic. So typical
approach for performing the check is that the value to be assigned is checked
before assignment.

int temp = 3;

if (temp > -3 && temp < 10) {} else { throw assertion_failed(); }

i = temp;

However, the previous code was checking the condition in a constructor. And
if this transformation is performed for the constructor, the check is then clearly
before the initialization of member variables in a constructor. For constructor,
checking the value after initialization is ok, since exceptions thrown from con-
structor will destroy the object, and therefore already-performed initializations
have no effect, except for perfoming unnecessary computation. Unless of course
they can have side effects.

The assignment case is very different. In assignment, the order of the va-
lidity check and the change of the member variable contents is important. The
constraint should be checked before any assignments are done to avoid break-
ing the class invariant. Ideally whole “transaction” for modification should be
checked before any changes made by it are performed.

If there are more than one variable that has such invariant, there is no
guarantee that checking the invariant can be performed in atomic way. But
using a correct ordering of the constraint check and the assignments helps. So
for

struct Structure {

int i invariant ( i > -3 && i < 10 );

int j invariant ( j < 0 );

};

When initializing the fields, it’s possible to first perform all validation:

Structure s{3,-5};

becomes:
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const int si = 3;

const int sj = -5;

if (si > -3 && si < 10) {} else { throw assertion_failed("i > -3 && i < 10"); }

if (sj < 0) {} else { throw assertion_failed("j < 0"); }

Structure s{si,sj};

Sometimes, the individual field constraints depend on the value of another
field, so cannot be described independently.

Usually such invariants should be attached to a class as a class invariant.
When modifying structure containing multiple fields from multiple threads,

there are two approaches that can be used. Either the fields should be marked
atomic, or mutexes should be used.

However, this choice has important consequences for constraint checking.
two atomic variables that are linked by a constraint cannot really be checked
atomically.

// Bad example:

struct Structure {

std::atomic<int> field_1;

std::atomic<int> field_2;

class_invariant( field_1.load() > field_2.load() );

};

This is clearly unreasonable. There is no guarantee that other threads do not
modify the atomic variables between the two loads. Of course, in a concurrent
scenario, it may not matter which version of the value is used in the check.
And so the check may be ok. However it doesn’t make the overall structure
indivisible/atomic as an object, as described in object-oriented paradigm, since
concurrent changes may split the object (some field values checked are based on
the new modification, and some values are from previous modifications).

struct Structure {

bool invariant() const {

std::lock_guard<std::mutex> g(m);

return field_1 > field_2;

}

class_invariant( this->invariant() );

mutable std::mutex m;

int field_1, field_2;

};

With mutex, the situation is better and concurrent modification granularity
is larger, because the code can reserve the mutex before attempting to evalu-
tate the invariant. However, typical operations on individual fields still prevent
satisfying the invariant:

Structure s; // Error, cannot default-initialize.

Structure s2{{},10,3}; // OK

s2.field_1 = 1; // OOPS, invariant broken after this statement.

s2.field_2 = -3; // Would be ok after this, if assignment doesn’t check invariant.
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Due to this problem, typically object-oriented approach is used where fields
are declared private, the methods control how modifications to the fields can be
done, and the mutex is taken in methods can be used. Or transactional memory
TS could be used.

class Cls {

Cls(int f1, int f2)

post( class_invariant() )

: field_1{f1}, field_2{f2} {}

Cls &operator=(const Cls &o)

{

if (this != &o) {

std::lock_guard<std::mutex> g(m);

contract_assert( class_invariant() && o.class_invariant() );

field_1 = o.field_1;

field_2 = o.field_2;

contract_assert( class_invariant() && o.class_invariant() );

}

}

~Cls() pre( class_invariant() ) {}

private:

bool class_invariant() const noexcept {

return field_1 > field_2;

}

mutable std::mutex m;

int field_1;

int field_2;

};

The class_invariant method must be declared private, since it must be
called within the lock.

Instead I could pass the lock to the class invariant operation.

class Cls {

// ...

Cls &operator=(const Cls &o)

{

if (this != &o) {

std::lock_guard<std::mutex> g(m);

std::lock_guard<std::mutex> g2(o.m);

contract_assert( class_invariant_condition(g)

&& o.class_invariant_condition(g2) );

field_1 = o.field_1;

field_2 = o.field_2;

contract_assert( class_invariant_condition(g) );

}

return *this;

}

bool class_invariant_condition(std::lock_guard<std::mutex> &g) const noexcept {
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return field_1 > field_2;

}

private:

mutable std::mutex m;

};

Of course, it’s not strictly necessary to take the argument, I might use re-
cursive locks, which is better in the sense that I wouldn’t need to account
for whether the mutex is already locked. However, when using non-recursive
locks it is useful in declaring that the class invariant should only be evaluated
when the mutex is locked. The effectiveness of the mutex of course depends
on which mutex is locked by the guard. So actually such code would want
to ensure that the mutex of this->m must already be locked. Maybe that
can somehow be expressed as a contract precondition? However std::mutex

doesn’t have a test for that, and neither has std::lock_guard<>. However,
std::unique_lock<std::mutex>::owns_lock() can be used for that when
std::unique_lock<> is used for locking. Unique lock also has operation to
check which mutex the lock is locking.

bool class_invariant_condition(std::unique_lock<std::mutex> &lock) const noexcept

pre (lock.owns_lock() and lock.mutex() == &this->m)

{

return field_1 > field_2;

}

This case is actually pretty compelling use for preferring std::unique_lock
over std::lock_guard.

7.3 Assertions and optional

Assertions should interact in a specific way with optional. Suppose I construct
an instance of optional<int>, then assert that the optional contains a value.

std::optional<int> value{1} invariant( value.has_value() );

By assuming that the invariant is satisfied, I could instead write more effi-
ciently:

int value{1};

However I don’t hope for the compiler optimizations to perform this deduc-
tion.

Now suppose I could write this:

template <class T>

using mandatory = std::optional<T> invariant( has_value() );

I think associating invariants to type aliases seems difficult from compiler
point of view, so this is not really a proposal for extension.

There are alternative mechanisms for obtaining same results, for example:
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template <class T> class mandatory : public optional<T>

{

public:

mandatory() = delete;

constexpr mandatory(const T& x) : optional<T>{x} {}

constexpr bool has_value() const { return true; }

};

7.4 Combining contracts

[[assert: cond]] [[assert: cond]] == [[assert: cond]];

I would ideally like to always optimize the assertions so the same condition
is only checked once. This property that same condition, applied twice, means
same as the condition checked once, is called “idempotence” of the assertions.
However it’s not always possible.

I’d interpret this condition in another way in context of assertions. I require
all assertion conditions to be idempotent. This is a formal expression of one
interpretation for thea idea that the condition doesn’t perform side effects. Of
course, if there is a side effect that would cause problems during contract check-
ing for the execution of the condition, this idempotence cannot be true, because
performing same side effect twice is usually not same as performing it once.

There is a huge difference in checking the same condition once and not
checking it at all.

However certain side effects can be idempotent. For example, assigning the
same value to a variable twice is same as assigning it only once, assuming no
other operations occur in between (generally requires a single-threaded environ-
ment, a critical section established using a mutex, or thread local storage).

I consider idempotence of the assertion conditions the distinguishing crite-
rion when the assertion can be part of an interface. If the condition is not
idempotent, then it should not be declared as part of the interface. Interface
always has two sides which have independent reasons for checking the contract
conditions.

Idempotence doesn’t mean that assertions must be checked more than once.
However in practice, different sides of interface can be deployed in different
places, can be separately compiled, etc. So it’s difficult to ensure in compilation
of interface anything that’s not compiled in the same translation unit because
it’s in the other side of the interface.

Interface describes those things that must be common for the different par-
ticipants to an interface for communicate and interact. So defining the contract
condition in an interface means that both sides must agree what the contract
is. The question is, does the interface then also describe which side checks for
the contract? Both can do it, if that’s agreed in the interface.

Of course, the idempotence rule for assertions derives from the corresponding
idempotence rule of the boolean binary “and” operation:

x && x == x

Because if the condition is different, then you must combine them with
“and”.

[[assert: cond1]] [[assert: cond2]] == [[assert: cond1 && cond2]];
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If it happens that the two conditions are the same, cond1 == cond2, then
the idempotence of rule for the boolean binary and operation can be used to
deduce the rule that same assertion, checked twice, is same as the assertion,
checked once.

Similarly, if there are two preconditions, or two postconditions, they can be
combined with an and operation.

[[pre: cond1]] [[pre: cond2]] == [[pre: cond1 && cond2]]

[[post: cond1]] [[post: cond2]] == [[post: cond1 && cond2]]

What about class invariants. Two class invariants can be combined:

class A

{

private:

int i, j;

class_invariant( i > 0 );

class_invariant( j + i > 3 );

};

==

class A

{

private:

int i,j;

class_invariant( i > 0 && j + i > 3 );

};

7.5 Concurrency of class invariants

However, atomic processing of member variables should be considered.

class A

{

public:

A() : i(1), j(3) {}

void f() {

std::lock_guard<std::mutex> g(m);

++j;

}

~A() { }

private:

bool class_invariant() const noexcept {

return i > 0 && j + i > 3;

}

std::mutex m;

int i,j;

};

But there is a problem, should I take the mutex in the class_invariant

operation? If I do, and then invoke the operation from asserts in the methods,
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I take the same mutex twice. With recursive mutex, this can be handled, but
with normal mutex, I need to be more careful. If I don’t take the mutex in
class_invariant, then I must be careful not to invoke it without taking the
mutex.

With preconditions and postconditions, I would have to write as follows:

class A

{

public:

A(int i_, int j_)

post( class_invariant() )

: i(i_), j(j_)

{

}

void f() {

std::lock_guard<std::mutex> g(m);

contract_assert( class_invariant() );

++j;

contract_assert( class_invariant() );

}

~A()

pre( class_invariant() );

{

// ...

}

private:

bool class_invariant() const noexcept {

return i > 0 && j + i > 3;

}

std::mutex m;

int i,j;

};

Notice here I must place the pre and post conditions generated from class
invariant inside the mutex lock, because if the checking is performed, I am
reading the data of the object. In a constructor, the class invariant expands to
a postcondition. In a destructor, the class invariant expands to a precondition.

Constructor must be started when there is only one possible user for the
instance being created, and destructor should finish in situation where there
is only one possible user. Otherwise I get a race condition that should be
handled by some sort of mutual exclusion, e.g. mutex or condition variables.
Therefore constructors and destructors do not need to obtain mutex unless they
manipulate global state.

For implicitly existing operations such as assignments, copy constructors,
move constructors etc, usually the class invariant of the source object transfers
without trouble to the target object. But in principle those would be subject
to contract checking as well. The default constructor is an exception, since
default-constructed instances are unlikely to satisfy the class invariant, unless
that has been explicitly accounted for.

Normally, if I declare a mutex in a class, I usually must take it in methods
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and release it when the method execution is done. The class invariant must be
checked both when entering the method, and when leaving it.

However, in context of a class, if I’m doing proper locking, and the data
members accessed are private, it is guaranteed by the method postconditions
that contain the class invariant that the “next method called on the object”
still satisfies the class invariant when the method is entered, because the data
members are private so cannot be changed before the next method call. If the
class invariant would depend on global (public) state or the data members would
be public, the situation would be dramatically different.

All this changes if the locking of the mutex is left out, because then any
invocations to the methods from multiple threads will cause race conditions
that can impact the invariant. But if I get calls from only one thread, then I
could remove the synchronization.

Now, since checks for the invariant properties are always read operations,
in theory only shared lock is needed during checking of the invariant. But it
could happen that the method itself whose precondition is being checked also
performs writes. I don’t expect that compiler optimization can really utilize
this information though.
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